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What follows is a portion of a dialogue that took place by e-mail

in February 2007 between Robert McKaskell and Mitch Robertson.

The complete dialogue appears in the catalogue for this exhibition.

RM: For S&P 100, an exhibition you had at the Koffler Gallery in 2004,

you set up a “generic factory” in a gallery to make one hundred copies

of salt and pepper shakers. They were vintage salt and pepper shakers

from the 1940s and 1950s that might have been purchased as tourist

keepsakes. Each pair had a male and female representation of differ-

ent countries — sombreros for Mexicans, lederhosen for Germans,

clogs for Dutch, and so on.

You also used vintage photographs for your GVSB (Good versus

Bad) exhibition at the Birch Libralato Gallery, Toronto in 2006, and for

the current exhibition you’ll use church cookbooks from the post-

WW2 period. I’m sixty-three years old. I remember salt and pepper

shakers like the ones in the S&P 100 exhibition in my grandmother’s

kitchen; she probably baked cookies from those cookbooks; and my

grandfather might have been one of the people in the photograph

of the tug of war. You’re thirty-two. I respond to the material you’re

using with a sense of nostalgia. What draws you to this material?

MR: There have been a couple of shifts in the content and matu-

rity of my work since I began showing in 1998. While the focus has

moved from fame (primarily my own) to tourism and the memories

which result from travel to my current interest in religion (but more

broadly I would say morality), the one constant in the work has

been nostalgic source material.

A couple of years of the fame-related work were enough, and

so I moved on and, in my opinion, matured as a person and an artist.

The new work shifted from fame to tourism. What attracted me to

tourism was the infamy of a place and the ersatz that was mar-

keted to potential tourists. The first project was the Rope Holders

series, which used 1950s–1970s postcards on which I added a thin

black ink “rope” for all the tourists in the card to hold on to. The

work portrayed the staged atmosphere in postcards of that era as

the rope does not drag behind anyone walking, nor does anyone

reject holding it as though everyone on a beach was actually hired

to be there. S&P 100 was made soon after and, as you mentioned,

was based on salt and pepper shakers of the post-war era. The

interest here was again in the propagated myths of tourism at a

time when many people were travelling abroad for the first time,

or immigrating to a foreign country like Canada — as in the case

of my father from Scotland and my wife and her family from Chile.

Souvenir shakers of stereotypically ethnic people brought back

from a vacation allowed the dying sense of uniqueness to live on

in memory while globalization and our current interest in same-

ness emerged wherever we travelled. Dutch couples in clogs and

bonnets, French berets, Scottish kilts, German lederhosen and

Mexican sombreros became indicators of nationality, and I missed

this era of such exotic people; in my age of travel, most of these

clichés are limited to the airport and tourist shops.

The vintage photographs from the exhibition GVSB and the

church cookbooks mark another change for me. In the past I pur-

chased and used vintage items for their fake qualities. Fame and

the marketing behind tourism are about glam and insincerity, my

cast keepsakes included (though I personally was not indifferent to

them). In the newer work, the source materials are all very sincere.

These are not staged or professional photos but rather are family

snapshots, moments in time captured from the last hundred years

that were meant to mark nothing more than memory for a few indi-

viduals. The cookbooks are about community. Like the photos, they

bind a group of people together with a common interest, be it reli-

gion or baking. They want nothing more than to raise some money

for the church, boast about the best cherry pie recipe and share

memories with friends. I appreciate that; I think this is a dying

quality of life. We often surround ourselves with work and long

for money and possessions more than for community, friends and

shared memories. I grew up in the country with one brother and

moderately religious parents. The kids I went to kindergarten with

were the ones with whom I graduated. Our friends were Mennonites

and it was safe to ride your bike anywhere and leave it unlocked

when you went to buy gobstoppers. Having a two-year-old, as I do,

makes me reevaluate things and consider what I have had in my

life that he will likely never experience.

RM: I think we collect things because they form the basis for stories.

Tourist mementos call up the narrative of the trip, photographs call

up the narrative of the event, and so on. When I see your work it draws

out my own memories and stories. Is this the kind of response you

want your work to generate? It seems to me that, by extension, your
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work also expects us to ask questions about society’s definitions of

art and its role in our lives. Is that part of your intention?

MR: My work is definitely based on self-reflection — for me as the

maker, but certainly for each viewer as well, I would hope. It is often

rooted in history and memory, but rarely is it focused on my own,

so it’s easy for the viewer to interpret or relate to it. The Winners &

Losers series from the GVSB show were based on old purchased

photographs of friendly competitions between two individuals or

groups. The photos were selected because they were shot at a

moment when there is no indication of who will win or lose the

challenge. Two identical photos are printed of each image and in

each photo I have painted the shirts of the competitors either black

or white, with the reverse in the second photo — thus giving both

options of who may be the winner (associated with white or good)

and the loser (indicated as a bad guy in black through storytelling).

In Good to Bad this same concept is played out through a series

of nine mundane and unrelated photographs in which their com-

monality is that they have increasing numbers of men standing in

a row, from two up to ten. The shirts are again painted with white 

on the left and black on the right, but with an increasing range of

grey tones in between.

We all have photographs and memories of friendly competi-

tions and everyday photos of friends or relatives from the past.

These experiences are commonplace, so the emphasis in the pho-

tos shifts from the “who” to the “why.” With that in mind, the work

allows the viewer to consider notions of good and bad, or right and

wrong and the large grey area between. We understand the con-

cept of right from wrong. It’s our tendency to place many decisions

somewhere in between that causes us to run into problems. Society

sets the end parameters of right or wrong, be it murder or a traffic

light, and yet an amber light offers us a choice. Murder, while obvi-

ously much worse, still offers us a sliding scale of consequences

based on the details of the crime.

Again, in having a two-year-old son, I find a lot of this body of

work is the result of me teaching Olin right from wrong — often at

times indicating what he cannot do despite it being something I

would do myself. This is definitely the type of work that anyone can

relate to, and I would hope that viewers do respond to it by ques-

tioning their own views on an issue.
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